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Part iii: Rebo Joon 

Lianna Shipyards, Tion Cluster, Outer Rim 

 

He could feel it shortly after they dropped out of hyperspace; a jolt in the ship that made it clear 

Tia was manoeuvring to avoid something, the inertial dampeners unable to keep up with her. Then 

on the intercom her voice, calm; she was in control. That's my girl. “I need a co-pilot in here, 

please. Corporal Toron to the cockpit. Batugo, I need you on the sensors. Stand by.” Then a slight 

pause, before: “Joon, please man the turret. We have incoming.” She didn't need to ask again. 

These kinds of commands were really the only commands he would ever take from her. She was no 

tactical genius, but she knew what was needed in space combat. Once he had seated himself he 

clicked the com to report that he was in place, and proceeded to power up the weapon. She hadn't 

been joking. The space surrounding the Lianna shipyard was well protected, with a small wing of 

TIEs already fast approaching. “Shields up!” he heard Tia blare into the intercom. “Everyone strap 

in and hold on. It's going to be a bumpy ride.” 

 As the first TIE came within the range of the turret Rebo fired without waiting for orders. A 

sudden barrel roll made it slightly more difficult to aim properly, but it was no more than a mere 

snag for him. He'd done this countless times before with Tia at the helm. Barrel rolls were 

common, and Vigilant handled well. He found himself suddenly missing his turret back on 

Emancipation. It had been blasted off once, in a skirmish, and he had dived out of it and hit the 

hatch button with his foot only fractions of a second before the whole thing had broken away and 

the vacuum of space had started sucking at the hatch. The turret had later been replaced, and it 

had continued to feel a little like home. He kept letting his mind travel backwards in time while his 

hands manipulated the turret triggers. He had done this so many times he hardly had to 

concentrate at all. Fast approaching them was the space station where they were supposed to 

dock. Another barrel roll and Tia on the intercom: “We're swinging by the TIE station,” she said. “I 

hope you're all ready.” The ship swooped straight past their destination and went straight for the 

TIE construction site, and Rebo let fly a few shots so it would look as though they were aiming to 

destroy the station. Actually destroying it would have been a bonus, but that wasn't the mission, 
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and from this angle there was nothing he could hit that would actually make any difference. As Tia 

circled the station vertically he readied to run down to the airlock and join Spooks as soon as 

Vigilant was docked. The ship spun around on its own axis and slid almost effortlessly into the right 

docking bay, avoiding the unalerted and unengaged docking clamps. “And we are clear,” Noraal 

stated into the com. “Let's move out!” 

 Rebo was the last one to reach the airlock. The others were already through it and had 

proceeded with securing the docking bay area. Scared technicians were lined up against the walls, 

Crayl had his foot on the back of one that was laying face down on the floor. Someone playing the 

hero, no doubt. As he made to join the team, someone grabbed his shoulder from behind and he 

turned around. 

 “Tia. What are you doing out of the cockpit? You have to fly the bloody ship.” 

 She took his hand and pressed something round into it. A grenade. “Take this,” she said. 

“You can never have too many.” That's what Keyan would have said. He looked down at his hand. 

She hadn't let go of him yet. Both their hands were wrapped around the grenade. 

 “Thanks,” he replied impatiently. “You need to go. Now!” 

 She didn't reply, or let go. Instead she pulled him closer and kissed him full on the lips, and 

he had to tear himself away or risk succumbing to it, forgetting himself. What are you doing? He 

turned away and, without looking back, he ran out of the airlock, which closed behind him. 

Seconds later, he could hear the ship leaving. Good. Go. Be safe. He licked his lips absentmindedly. 

She had tasted faintly of vanilla. Noraal was looking at him with a curious expression, but Rebo 

ignored the man and joined Corporal Toron's position by the hangar doors that led deeper into the 

station. They were locked and coded, and Toron nodded to Crayl, who pulled the technician from 

the floor and dragged him over to them. The man had a bruise on the side of his face, but looked 

otherwise unharmed. Toron pointed to the keypad. “Codes. Now.” The technician shook his head 

and Toron sighed, his breath mask emitting a slight buzzing sound. Rebo could see Crayl's fingers 

tightening around the technician's neck. He pulled his heavy blaster pistol and made a show of 

checking that it wasn't switched to “stun”, then put the muzzle carefully to the technician's 

forehead. 

 “Give the nice man your codes.” 

 The technician swallowed audibly. Then the codes came running out of his mouth like 

dribble. Toron punched in the numbers and the doors slid open. For a heartbeat Rebo expected an 
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alarm to go off – at which, he realised, he would probably have pulled the trigger and condemned 

the deceiving technician to his death – but there was no alarm. He holstered his blaster and Crayl 

dropped the man, who fell to the floor like a wet cloth, whimpering. Toron leaned down, picked a 

data pad from the man's quivering body, and started to examine it. “'Chief engineer',” the Kel Dor 

mumbled to himself. “I think we have a way in.” His masked face didn't convey any feelings one 

way or another, but his voice sounded pleased. Genarik ordered a couple of the others to gather 

the few technicians in one corner and get them all nicely tied up, while Rebo nodded to the 

Feeorin and they started moving carefully down the corridor. Behind them Toron fell in line with 

Ghoss at his side, and the rest followed them like a tail. Toron was their designated lock hacker, but 

there were surprisingly few doors that were actually locked. Maybe no one had counted on anyone 

getting past the first door. For that matter, maybe no one had counted on anyone getting past the 

TIE wings. 

 

After more or less effortlessly dispatching of a few guards in the corridor they passed another set 

of double doors and entered a vast, open area with a network of bridges leading in all directions. 

Glancing down, Rebo registered the long drop to another network of bridges further down, and 

what he assumed was some sort of shaft for maintenance droids at the bottom, barely 

distinguishable to the naked eye from this distance. It seemed open to space; most likely the air 

was contained by a G1 force field. The maintenance shaft was probably too narrow to be useful, 

but he noted its existence even so. As a rail-mounted droid zoomed by unannounced and 

unperturbed, his hand sought the hilt of his blaster, but he managed to not draw it. Don't be 

foolish. There's no threat here, not yet. Not unless that droid was equipped with a security camera 

feed, which he couldn't dismiss out of hand. 

 Recalling the blueprints in his mind, he picked out the paths to the different elevators. He 

turned to Noraal, who nodded. Time to split up. The Lieutenant gestured to the closest, most 

direct route to the transponder unit storage, signalling that he would take his two teams there 

himself. Arcoh might be pleased to be going in Noraal's direction, it was impossible to know since 

she had decided to wear her helmet today. Only a blank visor where her face usually was. Today, 

she could be anyone. As the only one who could really distinguish one engine part from another, 

she would be going with Salbaaka to fetch the transponder, code name Spectre. Noraal would be 

taking Kavilo and Akels to plant one of the bombs, code name Spirit. Rebo, Crayl, Toron and Ghoss 
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would take another route, then split up into Phantom and Wraith; Toron with the whelp, Rebo with 

the Feeorin. 

 Not liking it out in the open, Rebo breathed more easily when the four of them got off the 

bridges and reached their elevator. As they got inside, his eyes scanned the walls and ceiling for 

alarm systems, but if there were any, they didn't trigger. Toron used the stolen data pad and 

interfaced with the elevator software. “Assembly area is wired with alarms,” he said. “I'm going to 

try to slice through.” The elevator started moving. The small chamber was somewhat cramped with 

all four of them inside. It wasn't so much that Rebo was claustrophobic as he disliked being 

cramped up in case they would have to fight themselves out at the bottom of the shaft. Besides, it 

smelled like sweaty Feeorin in there after less than five seconds. No one said anything, so the 

clicking of Toron's fingers on the pad buttons became the only real sound in the tiny chamber apart 

from the breathing of four men and the slight rustle of clothes every time someone moved a little 

bit. Rebo could feel the tension. This was a high risk mission. There was always the possibility that 

not everyone would return. He remembered vaguely such a feeling from way back, when he was in 

the army – the way his heart would beat faster, his hands get clammy. Not anymore. He had more 

or less sworn loyalty to Keyan and to his side in this war – if it hadn't exactly been said, at least he 

had made that promise in his head – but that was all. His children were Mosh Barris's children now. 

Tia belonged to someone else. Or does she? He pushed the thought away – of course she does. 

They all do. Even in Keyan he could sometimes see a certain disdain, a distance – a gap between 

them he would never close. There was nothing to worry about anymore. That didn't mean he 

would rush headlong into death, or that he wanted to die – it just made him feel free, powerful to 

do what he would have to do in order to succeed. Perhaps others sensed that in him and shied 

from him because of it. It was understandable. No one would wish to attach themselves to 

someone like that. Someone already dead. 

 The elevator slowed to a halt with Toron's fingers still clicking away at the data pad. The Kel 

Dor looked slightly stressed as the elevator doors slid open, but nothing happened, and he 

breathed a sigh of relief through his breath mask, put the pad away and pulled his blaster. Outside 

the elevator doors Rebo could glimpse a vast, dark room – a hangar or a construction hall. The odd 

metallic shapes of ship hull parts glistened slightly in the light from the elevator. Toron and Crayl 

were closest to the doors, so Crayl readied his rifle and the two of them started moving out of the 

small elevator chamber and out into the dark hall. The moment they stepped outside, however, an 
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alarm started blaring, and the doors slid shut a lot faster than Rebo had expected. “Oh, fuck,” he 

mumbled and threw himself at the fast closing crack, but he was too late. The last thing he saw 

before the elevator shut itself up with him and Ghoss still inside, were the red laser sights coming 

out of the dark, dancing over Crayl and Toron's bodies. 


